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is what really controls the show.backstagethe



‘There is absolutely nothing that can be taken

for granted in this world.’

- Robert Anton Wilson

Everything was taken for granted. Systems and processes were

in place. All plans watertight. Dates assigned. Trackers in place.

Everything appeared predictable. The soft launch was over.

Everyone was gearing up for the final opening. And the

lockdown happened.

I wish all of you good health. Like all things good, bad times

also pass.

Mr. G V Sampath
Chairman

a  licensee  of
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“Writing is 1 percent inspiration, and 99 percent elimination.”

- Louise Brooks

Suffice it to say that the lockdown period proved the might

and determination of all the members of the Naruvi Project

Team.

The ‘Backstage Edition’ of the Naruvi Print speaks for the team

behind the progress of the Naruvi Hospital project so far.

We hope you enjoy meeting the people ‘in the wings’ of Naruvi.
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Paul Henry
Executive Director
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Mani Maran
General Manager, Projects & Administration

To be at the helm of affairs during the setting up of a hospital with the highest

levels of expertise and technology, makes me feel like I am standing on top of the

tallest peak in this line of responsibility.

The Naruvi Project team of close to 70, all like-minded, energetic and enthusiastic,

proved their mettle during the lockdown. When the whole world was talking about

resource downsizing and ‘voluntary’ pay sacrifices, the Naruvi management did not

consider such options. The entire team responded just as sincerely, working from

home without as much as a hiccough being felt.

The hospital is nearly 85% complete.

We plan to stagger our launch. A micro-level plan is in place, with a lot of guidance

from our US partners, the HFHS.

This was an amazing experience for the team and me, and we hope to extend an

equally amazing experience to all the people who come to Naruvi Hospitals.



The lockdown came as a big surprise and shock to all of us, as we were all set to

open the Naruvi Hospitals to the public.

The Naruvi project team faced the lockdown period with courage and determination,

and set out to prepare the hospital to be an ‘even better place for our patients’.

We scheduled interviews with candidates for all pending positions via video or

conference calls. Offer letters to candidates, negotiations with suppliers, site

preparations, etc. continued seamlessly.

Since ‘Naruvi Hospitals philosophy’ is unique, induction of new staff was also

scrutinized very minutely. Operation manuals, training modules, etc. were prepared to

ensure the smooth opening and functioning of Naruvi Hospitals.
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Selvakumar
General Advisor & Head, Biochemistry Services 
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Finance being the lifeline of every organisation, and the common denominator with

which performance is measured both internally and externally, our department fully

comprehends the pivotal role we play to ensure efficient financial management and

controls necessary to support all the organisational activities.

We are a team of eight professionals at Naruvi Hospitals, who understand the

complex processes at work in the healthcare domain. We have been burning the

midnight oil, therefore, to develop a financial strategy that will support the

organisational goals. The Finance and Accounting Department at Naruvi Hospitals is

responsible for financial accounting, financial systems, payroll, budgeting, financial

planning, treasury and taxation.

We aim to build a financial environment that supports the organisation’s overall

strategy and plans.

Vishwanathan
Finance
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If ever there was doubt in anyone’s minds about the relevance of Information

Technology in day to day life, the COVID-19 lockdown has put paid to that.

Had it not been for the level of computerisation in the world today, this lockdown

period would have shut the world down. Thanks to the level of digitisation in Naruvi

Hospitals, the lockdown did not retard our progress either, except for the site related

work.

We have a completely customised Electronic Health Record (EHR), that has taken the

better part of 3 years to build, with inputs from every segment of users.

A completely paperless and filmless hospital, minimizing process related movement

with focus on patient ease and satisfaction has been the driving force. Access

controlled premises, tagged assets, Wi-Fi enabled medical equipment with end to end

integration have all been put in place to ensure supreme patient care, improved

clinical outcomes, along with efficiency and user-friendliness as the garnishing.

We eagerly wait for the day of our opening when we would be able to deliver highly

advanced, yet affordable healthcare to the people of Vellore and beyond.

Nithin Sampath
DGM, Operations & IT Services



While the whole universe is battling the COVID-19 pandemic, Supply Chain

professionals across the globe are striving to ensure timely delivery of essentials at

respective destinations.

The SCM team at Naruvi is no different. Be it high-end medical equipment or a piece

of metal that is required at the project site, our team is working ardently with short-

term/long-term demand supply alignment strategies to ensure seamless delivery of

supplies on time.

Our concept of regularizing the flow of materials from ‘manufacturers to patients’

enables us to be in close harmony with patient care that is ‘purely ethical, moral and

humane’.

By implementing one of the best and robust SCM concepts, taking into consideration

the COVID–19 pandemic and its impact on supply chain timelines, we have a plan in

place to ensure that optimum inventories are maintained for razor edge efficiency of

the hospital when it is operational. Our team’s expertise in commissioning hospitals

would add more value once the hospital is operational.
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John Dominic
Supply Chain Management



Contrary to conventional wisdom and popular perception, there was a tangible

increase in our professional output working out of home during the prolonged

pandemic induced lockdown. At the same time, work stress levels have been at their

lowest. Our homes are no longer deemed to be pitstops in our busy lives; rather they

are effective workbenches.

This has led to a paradigm shift in our understanding and comprehension of some of

the most cardinal and nuclear things in life, such as office space, home, work-life

balance and so forth.

We have opened our inviting doors to many more doctors, nurses and allied health

personnel, all yearning and rearing to be of service to the society we live in, in these

times of utmost need. Work on the EHR accelerated to a hitherto unheard-of pace

and dare I say, it is nearing the finish line. Same is the case with RIS/PACS and other

IT systems, the backbone of Naruvi.

We wait on the eleventh hour of inception of this visionary institution, with bated

breath.
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Ashok Mithra
Radiologist in charge & Associate to Executive Director



In Naruvi, we believe that quality is the driving force for every activity. All activities

across the hospital would conform to the standards set forth by the quality

department, with a focus on better healthcare values and patient centricity.

At the time we embarked on building the hospital, inputs were taken from the quality

department at every step of the journey, to ensure compliance to national and

international standards on infection control, patient safety, processes & protocols.

Despite the lockdown, we were deeply entrenched in documentation activities

pertaining to protocols, SOPs & manuals for various clinical, administrative & support

departments. With Quality being in the forefront of the Naruvi philosophy, for its own

sake rather than just get accreditation, we rest assured that we will leave an

indelible impression on the overall delivery of healthcare, the world over.
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Rubeena
Quality



Naruvi Hospitals boasts of a skilled biomedical engineering team that supports clinical

staff through effective and seamless use of healthcare technology.

The department was instrumental in setting up Naruvi Hospitals with state of the art

medical equipment infrastructure; 100% Modular Operating rooms from HT Labor,

Robotic Hybrid Cath Lab, the 1st of its kind in South Asia, Flat Panel C – Arm, Digital

Mammography & fully Digital X-Ray systems, fully paperless digital ICU and OT

solutions from GE Healthcare, Rosa Robot for Neurosurgery, advanced CSSD solutions

from CISA, Italy, top of the line motorized patient beds from Paramount & high

accuracy infusion and syringe pumps from B Braun. And the list goes on…

End to end medical equipment solutions from the world’s best medical equipment

manufacturers like GE, Danaher, Medtronic, Olympus, Ondal, Simeon, Schaerer & CISA

have helped Naruvi build its most robust medical equipment array to support patient

care in the hands of our highly skilled and trained medical experts.

We have worn ourselves thin building systems and processes that would ensure

seamless, effective and efficient integrative functioning of all the equipment, and we

are all set to go live at the earliest.
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Sujai Preeth
Biomedical Engineering



The blood flowing in the veins of any health care organisation is Nursing. Naruvi

Hospitals has pledged to make this a reality. To realise this dream, the entire nursing

structure, the selection process and the in-house training programs were worked upon

with excellent inputs from Henry Ford Health System, USA holding the torch for us all

the way.

Even before the launch of the hospital, the nursing leadership has been working

closely with the selected nurses using a dedicated WhatsApp group. Active

discussions on the ethos of the organisation, self-development modules etc. are all

directed toward Nurse Empowerment.

Nurses day 2020 was celebrated with an online competition with a prize and

certificate being awarded to the winners.

Taking the ‘Fragrance of Care’ to the patients and their loved ones, is going to be

single most important tenet of the Naruvi nurses.
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Vimala Edwards
Nursing



Project Naruvi Hospitals has been the cynosure of all eyes in Vellore and beyond, with

people anticipating the launch of the most prestigious and technologically advanced

hospital in the region. Immense responsibility resided on the Estates Office in

coordinating the construction activities with the Architects, Service Consultants,

Contractors, Vendors & Project Management Consultants, ensuring quality within the

specified timelines adhering to various statutory compliances pertaining to land,

building, services & labour.

The lockdown period proved to be the biggest challenge for all the construction

activities. We, at Naruvi, had a large family to care for during that period. All our

guest workers were provided with accommodation and supplies to sustain themselves

during the lockdown. Periodic medical checks, immunity boosting medications,

sanitizers/masks were provided. To top it all, when the government flagged off their

plans to repatriate them, arrangements for their return to their own homes were also

coordinated by us.

The construction pace slowed down briefly during the compulsory lockdown, only to

spring back to life in all fullness soon after the ‘unlocking’, with a large contingent of

local workers. Currently the finishing touches are on at full throttle, to finally realise

the "Naruvi” dream.
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Janakiraman
Estates
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Naruvi Hospitals, since the day of its announcement has been a major attraction

among job aspirants and the Human Resource Department has been inundated with

applications from the best talents across the country. We, at Naruvi, have given

utmost importance to skilled human resource and created a comprehensive and

customized recruitment plan for each of the departments to ensure that the right

people are assigned to the right roles.

Policies and protocols governing human resources have been laid down to inculcate

the true values and ethos of Naruvi Hospitals.

Implementation of HRMS and automation of all the human resource related processes

has neared completion. It encompasses organizational structure and planning,

employee development programs, statutory compliances and employee recognition

programs. Shortlisting the right people to join us in serving the infirmed is well

underway.

Our never ending endeavour to love and care for our employees will go a long way in

bringing smiles back to the faces of all the people who come to the Naruvi

Hospitals, patients and staff alike.

Anish George
Human Resources
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Health information is an essential component in modern healthcare management. It is

the only reliable proof of treatment given to the patient and has all the basic

indicators to access the health status of the community.

Reliable and accurate information should be made available at the physician’s

fingertips. This would go a long way in ensuring continuity of care. It would be a

great tool to generate data for case studies and research, statistical data for meta-

analysis, legal protection against lawsuits, diagnosis coding and classification.

The Health Information Department at Naruvi Hospitals is going paperless from day

one with an efficient and secure Electronic Medical Record software application from

Kranium, a robust system based on the time-tested MySQL workbench. This system

captures and securely stores the patient’s information with the utmost

confidentiality.

Immanuel Johnson
Medical Records



Naruvi Hospitals boasts of a 24/7 pharmacy spanning more than 5000 sq. ft

equipped with state of the art “smart medicine cabinets” with optimized storage

space and improved medicine dispensing efficiency, add to it the world’s best steel

pneumatic tube system to deliver medicines in a flash.

We are proud to have dedicated outpatient, inpatient and OT pharmacies, and bulk

stores manned by young and energetic pharmacists, with a commitment to dispense

quality medicines along with the relevant counseling to ensure the best therapeutic

effects, in keeping with national and international standards.

We have ensured a robust Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee governing the

quality of drugs, allowing for only the established and clinically proven drugs/brands

to find a place in the hospital formulary. Medication procurement directly from

reputed manufacturers, optimal inventory management coupled with perfect storage

and cold chain conditions will be ensured by a team of subject matter experts.
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Sundaramoorthi
Pharmacy
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The Engineering and Maintenance Department in a hospital is almost as crucial to the

wellbeing of the patient as the medical services.

The Engineering services in Naruvi Hospitals has been pivotal in coordinating the

various unique features that Naruvi Hospitals boasts of, such as zone

compartmentalised HVAC design for maximum infection control, 'all end station' fully

steel pneumatic chute system, India's first ISO certified medical gas pipeline system,

among others.

A robust team of engineers, technicians and staff are the custodians of this

sophisticated facility which has been built in accordance with Indian Standards IS -

12433 & IS - 10905 for general hospital buildings, Indian Public Health Standards,

ASHRAE for HVAC, National Building code (NBC), NFPA (Fire) and IS: 2379/1990 -

colour code for the identification of pipelines, etc., to provide the safest and best

experience to the patients, their families and our staff.

Vasantharaj
Engineering, Maintenance & Safety



A clean and hygienic environment has tremendous psychological impact on patients

and visitors alike and speaks volumes for the quality of service the hospital provides.

A congenial environment that spells attention to detail is the cornerstone of mental

and physical wellness.

Moving away from the typical hospital odour, providing an ambience of welcome with

the Naruvi ‘fragrance of care’, we aim to infuse the proverbial ‘homely’ feel in the

hospital. SODEXO is our technical partner to achieve this. SODEXO is known the world

over for maintaining very high standards in facility management, specially in

hospitals.

With standard metrics to measure service levels, we are rearing to extend the Naruvi

service excellence to everyone that visits Naruvi Hospitals. We wait to see the delight

on the face of our patients and their families, every time they visit Naruvi Hospitals.
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Arun
Housekeeping & Laundry
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Nirmal Sundaram
Operations

Jessore Packiaraj
Information Technology

Soniya Arun
Executive Secretary

Thilagavathi
Quality

Kalaiarasi
OT & CSSD

Sheela
Nursing

Ghamir Bin Gazali
Biomedical Engineering

Bhasker
Supply Chain Management

Hariraj Kumar
Information Technology

Senthilmurugan
Supply Chain Management
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Vijayakumar
Executive Secretary

Sadanandam
Estates

Surya Prakash Sharma
Prosthodontist

Ramesh
Accounts & Finance

Sheela
Administration

Paranidharan
Accounts & Finance

Jansi Priyanka
Human Resources

Karthick
Accounts

Reshma
Operations
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Jayaraj
Administration

Komalavalli
Accounts & Finance

Sathiyaseelan
Billing

Shyam Sundar
Radiology Manager

Narendiran
Accounts & Finance

Devanand
Accounts & Finance

Anwesha Adhikary
Outreach | Eastern Region

Kaustav Ghosh
Outreach | Eastern Region

Shankar
Supply Chain Management



Jayaseelan
Engineering & Maintenance
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Babu
Supply Chain Management

Augustin
Statutory & Liaison

Singaravelan
Information Technology

Prakash
PR & Liaison

Shakila
Accounts & Finance

Divya
Accounts & Finance

Jashva Daniel
Branding

Govindaraj
Engineering & Maintenance
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Gowri
Housekeeping

Latha
Housekeeping

Suresh Kumar
Transport

Venkataswamy
Transport

Arumugam
Security

Ramesh
Transport

Palani
Security

Saravanan
Security

Ganapathy
Security

Gajendiran
Support

Kalaiarasan
Support

Pandiyan
Support

Reuben (Transport), Kuganesan (Transport), Muniswamy (Support) 

were unable to attend the photoshoot due to the lockdown.
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and the  stage is set.


